
NSQG Stay at Home Challenge
Week 4: My View



Before we start with “My View” 
Quilts, I forgot one quilt in last 
weeks presentation. Here’s one 
more awesome “Freedom” quilt.

Sorry, Laurie!



Laurie Golden
Glad to be an 
American.



Cindy Olsen
I've spent a lot of time in my 
sewing room which is on the 
second floor. The view out 
my window has been of 
budding trees this spring.

Measures 8.25" square.



Joyce Drenth
Well, under the 
circumstances, this 
is the view I wish I 
could enjoy. I tried 
coloring fabric with 
crayons as my new 
bucket list technique 
on this quilt.



Laurie Golden
My View. Feeling 
trapped by Covid but 
joyful that I will never 
run out of fabric!



Flo London
My View, Sunrise 
from My Deck



Janice Hedberg
This has been a very hard week 
to think of making a quilt to 
succinctly express “my views”. 
So...I started with a photo on 
fabric that literally is “my view” 
every day from my deck 
overlooking Lake Pickeral, MN. 
Then, I tried, on the top and 
bottom border to quilt words 
that express “my view” of the 
most important things in my world. 
A few had to tumble over into 
the back



Val Kuster
While thinking about this challenge I 
remembered a quilt book I have 
called Quilts With A View. So I used 
the techniques in the book to get a 
"frame" for something I view every 
day - my tacky pink flamingo (that I 
love) in my garden. This flamingo has 
a little more personality than my 
pink plastic friend.



Karen Snell

“Those Darn Lily of the 
Valley!”

I spent a lot of time this 
week in my garden. I 
love my Lily of the 
Valleys, just wish they 
stayed where they 
were planted!



Join us for our next challenge
The theme will be

Beatles Song Titles

Due June 15th


